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Jens Holt (1904-1973)

• Professor in comparative linguistics at Aarhus University

• Until now, quite anonymous in glossematic discussions, but has 
proven to be more important than previously thought

• Important to glossematics: Holts collaboration with Hjelmslev in 
the documented correspondance



Holt’s academic life

• Archive of  University History in Aarhus

• Academic interests and publications

• Holt had several different academic
functions

• Meetings in Glossematisk Udvalg and 
Lingvistkredsen - who met who, when and 
where? 

• Other connections in Aarhus: Ad. Stender-
Petersen and Hans Christian Sørensen



Holt and Hjelmslev 

• Originals and carbon copies from the correspondance between Hjelmslev and
Holt are from:

• The Royal Library in Copenhagen

• Archive of University History in Aarhus

• The earliest knowledge of them meeting was in 1928 at a lecture which
Hjelmslev gave

• Correpondance from 1938 and up til Hjelmslev dies in 1965

• Hjelmslev’s role as a counsellor and partner for discussion

• Over time a friendship grows

From the Royal Library in Copenhagen – a
small fraction of the Hjelmslev archive.
Photo: Lorenzo Cigana.



What did they discuss?

• University policy

• Structure of  linguistics in Copenhagen and 
Aarhus

• Congresses and meetings

• Glossematics connected to Holt’s
publications

• War situation in Danmark 1939-1945

• Private issues



Examples from Holt-Hjelmslev 
correspondance

3.) “I continue working on my semantics. And that is why I seek
your advice. […] Can you give some good advice?”
• 1/3-1945: Holt to Hjelmslev

4.) “Hopefully, I have answered what you asked for – maybe I have 
also gone far beyond. Please write if  there is anything else I can
help you with.”
• 3/3-1945: Hjelmslev to Holt

1. ) “Let me immediately clear up the still obscure points in the labyrinth of  
glossematics.”
• 27/11-1944: Hjelmslev to Holt

2.) “Is it clear now? […] We have to make sure that you are properly informed
when you on top of  it are giving a lecture on ”Hjelmslevs sprogteori”.”
• 27/11-1944: Hjelmslev to Holt



A friendship grows

”When I have not mentioned you specifically in the preface, who probably is more entitled to
than anyone else, then it has been dictated by university political reasons regarding Autumn
1938. I think it is the wisest. What you have shown me in this – I guess I dare call it a
friendship – is too good for the public, and should be kept for a special occasion. Perhaps
from this, you can be free from certain snide remarks from certain quarters.”
1/6-1940: Holt to Hjelmslev



A friendship grows

“I do not find anything particular to thank me for; if I have been particularly
interested in your dissertation then it is quite natural since you are my closest
academic colleague. All these, I dare say, purely factual and actual
impersonal motives naturally do not prevent friendly feelings from having
grown during the course of the case. Regarding a possible mention of me in
your preface, I completely share your considerations. You are not only doing me
but the case a favour by keeping me out.”
3/6-1940: Hjelmslev to Holt



Another example from the 
correspondance

• Address changes in January 1941 

• Holt defends his dissertation 14th of  
January 1941, Hjelmslev as opponent

• Formal to informal communication –
”at drikke dus med hinanden”

• Hjelmslev did not communicate with 
many others in this way

“Tak for dit lange brev af  23.ds. Det glæder mig at du
synes at den 14. januar blev vel overstaaet.”

26/1-1941: Holt to Hjelmslev



Summary on the Holt-
Hjelmslev correspondance

• Hjelmslev’s portrait: mentor, colleague
and friend

• Holt challenged Hjelmslev in a 
collaborative way in glossematic
discussions and was loyal to Hjelmslev

• Holt and Hjelmslev – a didactic
correspondance in comparison to Uldall 
and Hjelmslev From The Royal Library in Copenhagen

Photo: Lorenzo Cigana
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